based on new medical, scientific findings. While encoding rules, creating algorithms, and updating the knowledge base, there naturally arises the need for searching and administering relevant knowledge. Perceiving and approximating the needs structure, we designed an integrated architecture that aggregates knowledge, searching, authoring, and administration of knowledge within a single presentation layer. Further understanding physicians' internal needs, we decided to embed a sentential classifier that automatically presents information that the physician may want to find, in a better format, based on the context of the CPG-authoring events in the user interface. To enhance sentence classification accuracy, we employed dimensionality reduction by feature extraction and ensemble learning in which weak classifiers are sequentially combined to form a committee of experts by the AdaBoost.M1 meta-algorithm. Previous studies on the sentence classification, multi-classifier-based categorization, and feature representation are summarized.
Sentence Classification
There has been considerable related research on sentential classification, especially in spam mail filtering and biomedical text mining. Pan [3] has done extensive research in biomedical sentence classification in which multi-label tagging is done, rather than single-label-based tagging. The basic presupposition in the study is that a sentence is an instance generated by a set of hypothetical classes such as Focus/Polarity/Certainty/Evidence/Direction or Trend. Although the study paved the way for an advanced sentential classification problem, it does not report the effect of employing ensemble learning. Xin et al. [4] reports the effect of using classifier combining in a sentence classifier used for a Q&A system by implementing the AdaBoost.M1 [5, 6] algorithm, a version of Adaptive Boosting. Using combined multiple classifiers in a Q&A system is not reported to be a conspicuously positive factor in increasing classification accuracy. A single classifier suffices because the problem domain is not rich in long sentences and spoken sentences prevail.
Contrary to the domain mentioned above, clinical guideline texts, tend to be long and to face the problem of classifying an instance generated within the high-dimensional feature space, also known as "the curse of dimensionality" [7] , especially when adopting a Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) [8] -based vector space model. The problem arises because each Boolean feature tends to be scattered extensively in the feature space. In other words, the Boolean feature is the existence of a token that characterizes the instance to which it belongs. The classification of a sentence category is especially problematic, because a sentence is relatively short compared with a document. This causes even semantically similar instances to occupy highly scattered cluster areas in the feature space.
Given this view of the problem, the main points of our research are the use of: 1) the transformation function that extracts the predefined set of structural feature vectors by analyzing the sentential instance in terms of the underlying syntactic structure and phrase-level co-occurrence that lie beneath the surface of the lexical generation event; and 2) ensemble learning, which is being increasingly adopted in diverse pattern recognition applications, to tackle the difficulty inherent in classifying instances generated in noisy, high-dimensional and non-linear systems, like textual objects.
Multi-Classifier-based Categorization
The concept behind using a multi-classifier is to train "a committee of experts," each of whom specializes in a subportion of data points in the feature space, since a single classification model can't classify all of the data points without generating classification errors, either in training or in test. The sequential combination of a weak classifier continues until there is none misclassified, or the rate of classification success converges to some satisfactory level. When the training of multiple classifiers using this meta-training algorithm completes, we get N experts for N sub-sets of the whole data set. The aim of the boosting meta-algorithm is to learn the optimal parameter of the robust non-linear hyperplane by sequentially combining a set of even heterogeneous classification models whose optimal hypothesis is determined to minimize the error. Since the meta-algorithm allows heterogeneous training algorithms to be combined, we experimented with various approaches, for example, Naïve Bayes [9] , Support Vector Machine [10] , Maximum Entropy [11, 12] , Multi-layered Perceptron, and Radial Basis Function Network [13, 14] .
Feature Representation
Transforming an instance or event into an array of values, either numeric or nominal, is called feature representation and the array of the values is called the feature vector, which is an input to the classifier. In general, the bag-ofwords (BOW) [15] approach is taken to extract the feature vector in a textual object classification problem. Using the whole set of features in the BOW approach is intractable due to its high dimensionality. This is especially problematic when the textual object is a sentence which has limited features taken in its instantiation out of quite large feature set, which means that in extreme cases even two semantically similar instances could consist of mutually-exclusive Boolean feature sets. This is where the dimensionality reduction approach comes in. To reduce the size of the feature dimension, feature selection algorithms such as linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [16] or information gain (IG) [17] are used to filter out some irrelevant features that do not contribute much to the discrimination of instances. Another approach to cope with the problem of high dimensionality is to use a transformation function that captures some predefined set of mappings from the superficial features to some structural features of the generative event working in the instantiation of a sentence object. For example, a named entity, partof-speech (POS) or the number of phrasal co-occurrences within a sentential construction is not directly considered in the BOW approach. To take such features into consideration, we designed a set of transformation functions, that is, feature extractors [18] , that use structural analysis of a sentence to create an output set of real values. This can be understood as a mapping from a high dimensional qualitative space to a low dimensional quantitative one.
II. Methods

Proposed System
Our sentence classifier has been designed to be embedded in the knowledge base authoring services for clinical deci- sion support systems that use rule-based inference engines. When a medical domain expert models the clinical pathway or clinical rules, he or she should need some evidence for encoding domain knowledge. Therefore, we decided to integrate a search function into the authoring service. To build the search system, the Nutch web crawler is used to aggregate and routinely crawl medical documents for patients with chronic disease [19] . Tika is used for extracting text and meta-information within a PDF file when the Lucene-based indexer creates the search index [20] . The natural language processing component is built upon the sentence splitter and segment recognizer from OpenNLP [21] and the Stanford Parser [22] is used in the preprocessing step for extracting the structural feature vector from a sentential instance. The overall scenario is as follows. When a medical domain expert is creating a flow diagram using the authoring tool, he or she may need some relevant information concerning a rule represented in a node in the process graph and click on the node to pop up a contextual menu that contains the "Search Relevant Guideline." A handler listens to the click event and creates a search process and a bunch of search results gets listed, upon one of which the user clicks to get directly to the page that contains the clinical guideline relevant to the node. A sentence classifier categorizes each sentence in a PDF document to find the page that contains the largest number of a specific sentence class, in our case, the FRS tag, whose description is given in the next section (Figures 1, 2 ).
Training Data Preparation
We use a single-label-based classifier, contrary to the experiment done by Shatkay et al. [23] , who adopts a multi-labelbased classifier. Although multi-label-based classification is theoretically plausible, creating a training set with a multilabel tag was not a good choice for our application, which enhances the search process by providing users with the function to automatically locate the page with certain information. Additionally, using training data made by human annotators doesn't guarantee that the corpus tagged with a multi-label is noise-free, that is, without errors, since even a single sentential instance in practice is prone to be tagged differently by different annotators. As a consequence, there may be a very low rate of agreement among multiple annotators on their tagging of a sentence with multi-label tagging. The Report of the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Pressure (JNC7) [24] is used for source of guideline text. Our training data is tagged in the manner shown below Table 1 . <FRS> stands for "Formal Representation String" and means the sentence that includes the clinical rule in a guideline document. Although formal representation is basically constructed on a set of controlled vocabulary and numerical symbols to make expression clear and disambiguated, some authors follow such a rule and others use their own style of expression allowed by a natural language. Therefore, we use <FRS> to classify whatever can semantically be classified as a clinical rule, regardless of whether or not a given sentence is actually a formal representation. The <RECOMMEND> tag is attached to the sentences that recommend some treatment for patients satisfying some set of clinical conditions. <ANALYSIS> is used for the sentences with some expressions conveying scientific or statistical facts induced from either experimental research on a cohort data set or observational test of patients. <GENERAL> is a tag for the sentences semantically included in any other collective classes than specified above. Three annotators each tagged 340 sentences taken from a clinical guideline text (JNC7) by hand. Then three annotators carried out cross-validation of the tagged corpus.
Training Data Representation and Feature Extraction
The feature extractor is designed to exploit the features of the underlying event structure at the point of sentential instantiation whose generative process includes pattern template and phrasal co-occurrence. The pattern template captures some structural characteristics from syntactic hierarchy and repetition of in-domain idioms. A phrasal cooccurrence event takes place for the sentence to express certain domain situations or facts and there may be either short or long range dependency within a sentence. Figure 3 illustrates some points to be explained. If we depended only on the BOW model of sentential categorization, it would not be possible to transform the (sentence generation) event structure into a set of features to be considered in inducing the more generalized discriminant. The lexical feature, which is Boolean by nature, cannot explain the co-occurring and repetitive template-based features like [should + be + VBN]. Therefore, replacing the token "monitored" in the test set with any other past participle (VBN), like "observed" or a phrase, such as "periodically tested", may ignore the structural similarity determined by their being within the same semantic cluster in low dimensional feature space. Since the transformation function reveals generic structure across the in-domain event set, whereas the lexical feature is specific to individual data, using transformation functions that capture such structural features may decrease the probability of learning over-fitting model parameters. This means that certain lexical events may take place in the training set and may not exist in the test set at all.
The Stanford Parser was used to analyze the natural language event structure. Based on the parse tree output, the transformation function outputs five dimensional feature vectors, all of them being real valued. The description of each feature captured by the transformation follows in Table 2 .
For example, the real valued feature vector extracted from the parse tree in Figure 3 is as follows: [0 0 3 3 2] → <REC-OMMENDED>.
The first value represents the fact that the number of symbol tokens such as <, >, or mL, frequently used in formal representation in clinical rules, equals 0 in a sentence instance. The second value represents the fact that the phrasal The number of co-occurrence events of tokens which occurred in a formal representation sentence.
(Named entity is recognized as a single token.) 4 The number of phrasal expressions which occurred in a <RECOMMEND> sentence.
5
The number of phrasal expressions which occurred in an <ANALYSIS> sentence.
expression such as "not achieved," which was observed in formal representation sentence, does not occur in the same sentence. The third means that the co-occurrence event that was observed in formal representation has three elements in the current sentence as in (#{(serum potassium), (creatinine), (monitored)} = 3). The fourth means that the number of phrasal templates that were observed in <RECOMMEND> sentences is 3. In Figure 3 , you can find 3 phrasal templates -[should + be + VBN], [at + least + NUMBER], [NUM-BER + times + per + year]. The fifth means that there are two phrasal templates which were observed in the sentence tagged <ANALYSIS>. We use the tagged corpora for training/testing and also for creating feature extractors (Figure 4) . Here, sentence instances were used for observing sentence construction events whose sub-events, such as phrasal events or occurrence of lexical items, were counted and used to make an event table with statistics. Table 3 shows what the event table looks like. Five event tables play a role in registering structural event features for a certain class. They also function as a lexicon with which to count the sub-events in the training and testing time, which is looked up at runtime. Those sub-events that belong to a different sentential class but have exactly the same surface were counted in each event table for later use in determining the weight.
The first column contains sub-events and the numerators/ denominators in the second column signify the number of occurrences of each sub-event in a class and the total number of sub-event occurrences in four classes, respectively. For example, the total number of sub-event "at least + CD" in the 
III. Results
A 10-fold cross validation using 340 sentences was done. Although the typical method is to split data into training, testing and validation sets, n-fold cross validation is preferred when the available data are highly limited in size. So we split the data into 10 sub-sets and tested on every nth data after training each model using the rest of the data, calculating precision, recall and f-measure on average. The ratio of the size of sentences for four classes was identical, the number of instances thus being 85 per class. Each classifier was trained using a set of 340 feature vectors. Much to the contrary to the initial intuition, the f-measure of overall classifiers given in Table 4 was over 0.78. The performance of Naïve Bayes was relatively lower than other algorithms, probably due to its being based on independence assumption, which does not stand in harmony with the nonlinear nature inherent in textual object generation systems. Since this research presupposed that these base learners would choose weak classification model parameters and that it would be necessary for them to be sequentially combined by boosting for learning strong classifiers based on a weighted voting scheme, the result above simply eradicated the necessity of using a meta-algorithm (Table 5) .
Since weak classifiers are generally defined as having slightly better accuracy than a random classifier with an accuracy of less than 50%, we concluded that even boosting Naïve Bayes classifiers would not cause distinct improvement. Table 6 is the actual test in which we sequentially combined Naïve Bayes classifiers using the AdaBoost.M1 meta-algorithm. As given in (Table 6 ), the improvement of Naïve Bayes classifiers combined by AdaBoost.M1 was not sufficiently conspicuous. This is because the transformation of the original feature space by feature extractors into a lower dimension may have reduced the complexity and non-linearity of the data, decreasing the width of scatter and the number of outliers. In actual fact, boosting Neural Network algorithm such as Multi-layered Perceptron or Radial Basis Function Network saw no increase of accuracy by AdaBoost.M1.
IV. Discussion
The aims of this research were to apply transformation to tackle the problem of dimensionality and to increase classification accuracy by applying a boosting algorithm to learn a strong classifier that is robust to outliers and the non-linear characteristics of data. The second purpose turns out to be meaningless when the curse of dimensionality is resolved and robust classification algorithms such as a multilayer perceptron or a radial basis function network are adopted.
Moreover, we found that transformation has the advantage of exploiting structural and underlying features which go unseen by the BOW model. We also realized that integrating a sentential classifier with a TF-IDF-based search engine enhances a search process by realizing the capability of maximizing the probability of automatically presenting relevant information required in the context generated in the guideline authoring environment. This, however, has a disadvantage of increasing the total amount of time required to parse and classify the set of sentences within a document at runtime. Therefore, our future study shall be focused on excluding slow parsing processes while extracting structural features from a textual object. 
